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 You can unzip.z01,.z02,.z03,.z04, and.z05 file(s) into the MixW directory. The.z01,.z02, and.z03 files are required for the MixW library to work. The.z04 and.z05 files are optional. Conclusion ========== MixW 2.0 includes support for custom mode and level shaders for Olivia. A custom mode shader is an extension of MixW's built-in normal mode shader. A custom level shader allows custom
level blending. The custom mode and level shaders can be used with any effect. However, the standard color ramp, on/off, volume, and pan controls work only with the standard built-in normal mode shader. The custom mode and level shaders can be used with the standard color ramp, on/off, volume, and pan controls. In addition, you can use any effect in the standard mode shaders. For example, you
can use the custom shaders with an effect that has color ramps, pan, and other controls. To use a custom mode or level shader, you need to include a ModeOlivia.dll file. To use a custom mode shader, you need to include a ModeOlivia.dll file for each custom mode shader. To use a custom level shader, you need to include a ModeOlivia.dll file for each custom level shader. You also need to include a

ModeOlivia.ini file. In addition, the ModeOlivia.dll file for each custom shader must be in the MixW directory. You can create your own ModeOlivia.ini file for each custom mode shader. You can also create your own ModeOlivia.ini file for each custom level shader. To use the ModeOlivia.dll file, you can include ModeOlivia.dll in a project, or you can include the file in an archive file, such as a zip
file. To use the ModeOlivia.ini file, you can include the file in a project or in an archive file. A custom mode shader is a C++ project. To create a custom mode shader, you can use the following steps: **Step 1:** Create a directory that contains your mode shader. **Step 2:** Create the ModeOlivia.cpp, ModeOlivia.h, 82157476af
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